
Cartesian Dualism  

• Semantic Q – what is the mind? What do we mean by the mind?, methodological Q – what methods are best suited to investigating 

the mind, epistemological Q – what could count as an explanation of conscious experience?, metaphysical Q – what is the 

relationship between the mind and the body? Are mind and body identical?  

• physicalism – the one thing or substance that exists in the world is matter and everything else is made out of that and has to be 

explained in terms of that  

• cartesian dualism – two fundamental kinds of things or substances in reality, really different, cannot be reduced to the other or 

explained in terms of the other, they are mind and matter – fundamentally different kinds of substances exist, minds & bodies are 

different kinds of substances, human persons are composite beings, composed of a mind and a body, minds and bodies causally 

influence each other  

• Cartesian dualist in response to metaphysical Q: what is the relationship between the mind and the body – they are 

fundamentally different kinds of things that interact with the mind and the body, are mind and body identical – no, or are they 

different kinds of entities – yes, could the mind, at least in principle, exist without the body – yes 

• Physical states can cause other physical states, mental states can cause other mental states  

• Cogito Ergo Sum – “I think, therefore I am”, cannot doubt one’s existence – thinking about one’s existence affirms that one is a 

thinking thing, and thus exists  

• Leibniz’s Law – if two things are identical, then they have the same properties; if two things have exactly the same properties, then 

they are identical  

• Mind – ‘essence’ of the mind is thinking, mental processes have temporal, but no spatial location, have no mass, shape, or size, 

are not divisible  

• Matter – ‘essence’ of matter is extension; matter is bulky, it has shape and size, matter has spatial and temporal location, has no 

mental properties, is divisible  

• Problems for cartesian dualism – problem of interaction, the “pairing problem”  

• Problem of interaction – how can the dualist account for the causal interaction between material and immaterial substances, that 

share no properties and are fundamentally different, Descartes’ response – confers to how “vividly” his “own nature teaches” him that 

he has a body and that through the “sensations of pain, hunger, thirst, and so on”, that his mind is “not merely present in” his “body as 

a sailor is present in a ship”, but that his mind is “very closely joined”, sharing a very intimate relationship with his body, describing that 

it is “intermingled with it” making it so that he and his “body form a unit”, unity of the mind and the body occurs in the pineal gland, 

Elizabeth’s response – how can the mind determine bodily motions in order to instigate voluntary actions, given that they are two 

fundamentally different things, movement seems to occur from an antecedent cause or driver – one physical thing like a tennis racket 

impacting with another physical thing like a tennis ball and passing on its momentum to bring about movement, nature of such 

movement happening through impulsion requires physical contact and extension, which are properties of matter, she points out that 

Descartes excludes extension from the notion he has of the mind, because of the incompatibility of the two, causation is not possible – 

causation requires physical contact and extension but the mind has neither, and so this fails to show how a causal relationship 

between immaterial minds and mechanical bodies could exist  

• “pairing problem” – Billy and Suzy throwing rocks at buildings and shattering a glass – principle governing the ‘pairing’ of the right 

cause with the right effect would be a causal chain and spatiotemporal relations, in the case of two minds (M1, M2) and two bodies 

(B1, B2) where both the minds have the desire to kick a soccer ball into a goal, which is followed by the bodies kicking the ball into the 

goal, the principle governing the ‘pairing’ would not be the same – spatiotemporal relations cannot be found since minds have no 

spatial location and so there would be no way of ‘pairing’ the right cause with the right effect, without a solution to the pairing 

problem, immaterial objects are causally isolated and explanatorily useless  

Behaviourism  

• (ontological/radical) Behaviourism – mental states are nothing but behaviour (or dispositions to behave), attributions of mental 

states are always false (mental states don’t exist)  

• (logical/analytical) Behaviourism – every meaningful psychological expression can be defined solely in terms of behavioural and 

physical expressions (doesn’t say mental states don’t exist, but statements/claims that mention mental states are meaningless)  

• Imagine a friend comes to visit Monash. You show them the Menzies Building, the library, some places to eat. Then they say to you, 

“This is all great. Now show me the University.” – Gilbert Ryle calls this a “category mistake” 

• 1. I am going to the library, 2. I am going to the university – because ‘library’ and ‘university’ play the same sort of role in each 

sentence, it’s tempting to conclude that ‘library’ and ‘university’ denote different things from the same category  

• Language tricks us into mistaken conclusions, our talk about our mind is similar – 1. I moved my arm because my muscles 

contracted, 2. I moved my arm because my mind chose to, this makes it seem like my muscles and my mind are different members 

of the same category of things, muscles (buildings) & mind (university)  

• “What sort of thing is a mind? – Ryle’s suggestion is that even in asking that question you’ve made a mistake because the 

mind isn’t a thing like other things e.g. bottles, taxis, doorknobs, and so the question “what sort of thing is a mind?” is just a 

weird feature of how our language works that tricks us. 
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Jackson thinks that we cannot have experiences like smelling a rose or seeing the sky if we didn’t have qualia and when we have an 

experience like this no amount of physical information is able to explain that 

• Fred’s reports of different colours – Fred sees different colours where we just see one, he’s got extremely fine grained and entirely 

new colour discrimination, he’s able to make these discriminations consistently over many trials, and it is supported by neuroscience; 

we know everything there is to know about Fred’s discriminatory behaviour, verbal descriptions, brain and body – we have all the 

physical information. If we did an operation on ourselves so we make ourselves like Fred, then suddenly we would be able see what 

Fred sees. – if we did have all the physical information than whatever it is we would learn when we did that operation on ourselves 

would seem to do the same work that Mary’s experience does in Jackson’s thought experiment; it would seem to show that you learn 

something that’s not accounted for physically.   

Relevant difference in this case, however – we’re making a physical change whereas we’re not stipulating anything like that in the 

Mary case  

• Ability objection (David Lewis) – when you have a new experience, you gain new abilities to remember, further, you gain an 

ability to recognise the same experience if it comes again, and you also gain the ability to imagine related experience that you never 

had. Knowing what an experience is like, just is the possession of these abilities to remember, imagine and recognise, it’s not the 

possession of any new information. It isn’t knowing-that, it’s knowing-how, therefore it should be no surprise that lessons won’t 

teach you what an experience is like; lessons impart propositional knowledge but ability is something else – he thinks that what 

Mary gains is a new way to recognise the colour red but it’s not new information  

Consciousness II: Bats & Zombies  

• Bats –  

Nagel – a mental state is phenomenally conscious if and only if there is something it’s like, for the subject of experience, to be in that 

state (e.g., what it’s like for a bat to be a bat) – bats are conscious but they’re so different from us that we’ve got no idea what it’s 

like to be one 

Imagining what it would be like to be a bat, we’re only imagining what it would be like for us to be a bat, not what it would be like for a 

bat to be a bat; we need to have a clear concept of the target phenomenon, not just imagine what it’s like  

Nagel is concerned about the types of experiences that humans might have versus types of experiences another type of 

creature might have like bats, and not the differences between individuals; we’re reasonably sure that other humans are 

conscious, and even nonhuman animals (including bats) are conscious – but we have no idea what it’s like to be a bat and so we have 

no concept of bat consciousness  

Synaesthesia – other humans can experience other phenomenal states; outlier cases even within the category or type like human 

being  

Consciousness & particular (types of) points of view – epistemic progress & greater objectivity, but objectivity involves moving 

away from one’s subjective point of view, in the case of conscious experience, this means moving away from what we want to 

understand: the subjectivity of consciousness; Nagel poses the question of whether a science of consciousness is possible 

and he thinks that the prospects are pretty limited, and even if it in some sense possible, we might not be unable to understand 

physicalism  

Nagel says that the view from nowhere is an objective view, but a view is always tied to a first-person perspective and so it’s 

not even clear if Nagel’s idea of this really strong objectivity makes sense because; even if we can grasp what might be required for 

an objective science of consciousness it’s not clear how to be detached from some particular point of view, and so it’s not clear 

that the metaphor even makes sense  

• Zombies –  

Supervenience – the mental state is somehow determined by the physical properties, so you can’t get a change in a mental 

state without some change in some physical state, but if zombies are creatures with no phenomenal states but they are 

perfect duplicates of us, then we’ve got a difference in phenomenal states with no difference in physical states and that 

straightforwardly violates the supervenience claim – change in the mental with no corresponding change in the physical  

Chalmers – local supervenience: all the microphysical facts in a given organism logically entail all the facts about consciousness in 

that organism; all of the psychological properties, including phenomenal properties are going to be determined by the 

microphysical properties of that individual organism – the most plausible kind of supervenience for consciousness, his argument 

is going to claim that local supervenience is false and if that it is false then it seems like physicalism is too  

Philosophical zombies have the same physical organisation, functional states, psychology, behaviour, etc. as humans – zombies don’t 

actually exist, but that’s not the point: zombies are conceivable, hence logically possible; hence local supervenience fails  

The Conceivability Argument:  

1. Zombies are conceivable  
2. Whatever is conceivable is possible  

Therefore:  

3. Zombies are possible  
4. If zombies are possible, local supervenience fails  

Therefore:  
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